
Provisional  
Designed in partnership with Raan and Lindsay Parton from LA’s innovative retail concept, Alchemy 
Works, Provisional is a restaurant-marketplace hybrid featuring seasonal fare and gourmet takeaway 
options. 

Fifth & Rose 
The Pendry San Diego hotel bar, Fifth & Rose, is a classic cocktail bar in an elegant, chic, and 
comfortable room. A classic setting for a fitting drink, it is a place to engage in conversation, enjoy bar 
fare, and linger over the perfect cocktail. 

Nason's Beer Hall 
A new addition to San Diego’s iconic craft beer scene, Nason’s features an expansive selection of 
local and international beers, globally inspired comfort food, and vintage bar games. Its name pays 
homage to Nason & Co. Farmer’s Market, which occupied this unique space in the early 1900s. 

Lionfish 
Driven by seasonal, local ingredients, Lionfish serves modern coastal cuisine with fresh catches and 
prime cuts from Executive Chef Jose “JoJo” Ruiz, whose talent is on full display with sushi, 
seafood, and coastal cuisine on the menu in the airy, two-floor dining room. 

The Pool House 
Boasting some of the best views in the Gaslamp Quarter, The Pool House at Pendry San Diego is 
a premier rooftop lounge, embodying the essence of the Southern California lifestyle. Light, 
contemporary, and open-air, the indoor/outdoor space is perched above the Gaslamp’s famed 5th 
Avenue and plays host to relaxed daytime and evening events featuring a signature bar and cocktail 
experience for poolside guests. 

Half Door Brewing Co. 903 Island Ave, San Diego, CA 92101 

The menu here at HDBC is the ultimate pairing of inventive comfort food and exceptional house-
brewed beer. We feature several house beers brewed on-site to compliment the menu. Our head 
chef works closely with brewer (Dan Jr.), developing Half Door's distinctive food and beer as a 
singular experience to savor! 

 



Gaslamp BBQ  524 Island Ave, San Diego, CA 92101 

House-smoked meats & slow-cooked ribs are served with a full bar in rustic tavern digs with TVs. 

Café De Sevilla 353 Fifth Ave, San Diego, CA 92101 

Cafe Sevilla has been dedicated to providing the true essence of Spanish culture, music and cuisine 
since 1987. Located in the heart of downtown San Diego, Long Beach and Costa Mesa, Cafe 
Sevilla is proud to offer the most authentic Spanish ambiance in their tapas bar, restaurant and 
nightclub 


